Schneider Family Middle Children Books

2019  The Truth as Told by Mason Buttle – Connor F C762t

**Honor:** The Collectors – West F W52c

2018  Macy McMillan and the Rainbow Goddess – Shari Green

2017  As brave as you -- Reynolds F R335as

2016  The war that saved my life -- Bradley F B7272w

2015  Rain reign -- Martin F M3628ra

2014  Handbook of dragon slayers -- Haskell F H273h

2013  A dog called Homeless -- Lean F L475d

2012  Wonderstruck: a novel in words and pictures -- Selznick F Se49w

2011  After ever after -- Sonnenblick F So58e

2010  Anything but typical -- Baskin F B291a

2009  Waiting for normal -- Connor F C762w

2008  Reaching for sun -- Zimmer

2007  Rules -- Lord

2006  Tending to Grace -- Fusco

2005  Becoming Naomi León -- Ryan

2004  A mango shaped space -- Mass